
WOW Words 
Make a word bank of all the WOW 

words you can think of.  Pick 3 and write 
a sentence for each one.  Keep this 

word bank handy as it will help with your 
weekly news. 
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Rhyming 
Choose a word that has one of these 

endings: ar, ed, ig. How many 
rhyming words can you make for each 
pattern? e.g. car, star, far.  Write them 

down and draw a picture to match. 
Can you write a silly sentence using 

some of your rhyming words? 
 

News 
Write about what you have been 
doing this week. Remember to 
answer all your question words! 
who, what, where, when, why 
Check for capital letters, finger 

spaces and full stops. 
Can you use a WOW word in your 

news to make it even more 
exciting? 

 

Fiction/Non-fiction 
Can you explain to an adult the difference between fiction 

and non-fiction books? 
 

Go on a book hunt around your home.  Try to find 3 
fiction and 3 non-fiction books.  Write a list of the book 

titles under the headings Fiction and Non-Fiction. 
 

Pick your favourite fiction book and read it with an adult. 
Discuss what the story was about.  Explain who your 

favourite character was.  Draw a picture of your favourite 
part of the story. Who is the author of the book? Have 
they written any other books that you have enjoyed? 

 
 

Digraphs 
Remember a digraph is two 
letters that make one sound. 

The digraphs we have learnt in 
P1 are: 

 
ai, oa, ie, ee, or, ng, oo, ch, sh, 

th, qu, ou, oi, ue, er, ar 
 

Can you say each digraph and 
do the action for it? 

 
Can you write a word for each of 

the digraphs? 
 

Try making a digraph matching 
game.  Write down each digraph 

and draw a picture beside it.  
Cut the pictures and digraphs up 
and muddle them up.  See if you 
can match the correct digraph to 

its picture. 
 

 
 

Sumdog 

We have added new spelling words to 

Sumdog.  Have a go at playing some of the 

games; we think you’ll have fun! 

 

Procedural writing – Making a Bird Feeder  
On our Topic Home Learning Wall we have suggested you 

might like to create your own birdfeeder.  Can you write a set 
of instructions for how you made your feeder? 

 

• Begin by writing a list of the resources you will need. 

• Talk through each step with an adult. 

• Remember to use sequencing words; First, Next, 

Then, Finally. 

• Have a go at writing the instructions in the correct 

order. 

• Remember to number each step.  

• Read over your writing to check it makes sense. 

• Can you add an illustration of your bird feeder? 

 

 

 


